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In recent years, although the air quality in the Liaoning region has improved, heavy
pollution weather is still caused by external pollution transportation. In order to
study the influence of multi-directional long-distance pollution on the heavily
polluted weather in Liaoning, this paper analyzes three types of transport channel
(northerly, northwesterly, and southwesterly transport corridors) by combining
ground observations, airborne observations, AQI and the concentration data of
atmospheric pollutants such as PM2.5, PM10 and so on. The results show that both
northerly and southwesterly winds caused widespread fog and haze in the
Liaoning region. The PM2.5 concentration reached the second-highest value
on record (1479 μg/m3) during the pollution period caused by northwesterly
wind transport. Wind and sand transported from the northwest mainly caused
dusty weather in Liaoning, with PM10 concentration reaching up to 1200 μg/m3

during the pollution period. Northeasterly and northwesterly wind transport
mainly led to the accumulation of pollutants in high places to high pollution
values. Convergence of winds due to southwesterly wind transport led to
prolonged accumulation of pollutants in the Liaoning region, resulting in
severe pollution. Long-distance pollution transport is now one of the main
sources of heavy pollution in the Liaoning region.
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1 Introduction

With the rapid development of contemporary society and economy, industrialization
and urbanization are steadily advancing. The industry is expanding at a high speed on a
global scale. A large amount of industrial waste gas, waste residue and other substances
produced cumulatively far exceeds the purification capacity of the earth’s terminals. In the
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context of such heavily polluted environment, the pollution of the
atmospheric environment at the regional and global scales has
become a severe problem faced by humanity worldwide. As air
pollution is a regional environmental problem, the concentration of
air pollutants in a region is not only affected by the emission of local
pollution sources but also by the transportation of air pollutants
from outside of the region (Su et al., 2014; Pu-hui et al., 2019).
Multiple cities in economically developed regions may constitute
“city clusters.” The diffusion and mixing of pollutants within these
clusters may lead to regional pollution diffusion on a large scale
between cities (Xiangde et al., 2004). Atmospheric pollution on a
regional scale may spread to the city’s peripheral areas and even be
transported over long distances to other relevant areas. Therefore,
the study of air pollution sources only within a particular city can no
longer comprehensively solve the regional air environment pollution
problem, and there is a greater need in understanding the
transformation and transportation process of pollutants in the air.

With the gradual aggravation of domestic air pollution problems
in recent years, more and more scholars have begun to pay attention
to the impact of long-distance pollution transportation on the degree
of air pollution. Yannan et al. (2023) used the application of the WRF
model to analyze the PM2.5 transport characteristics and emission
reduction effects under the influence of different weather types in the
Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei region, and the results showed that the
transport of exogenous pollution was more pronounced in Beijing
and Shijiazhuang on PM2.5 pollution days, and that the emission
contributions of local sources in Shijiazhuang were all higher than
those of local sources in Beijing. Gao et al. (2021) analyzed the
pollution characteristics of the top pollutants in Harbin City in
different seasons through the air quality index to reveal the
seasonal differences in the transmission paths of atmospheric
pollutants and the trajectories of potential source contributing
factors and concentration weights in Harbin City. Using the
HYSPLIT model, Li et al. (2018) analyzed the transport paths and
vertical exchange characteristics of haze in the dry and wet seasons in
four sub-regions of Guangdong Province in southern China with
10 years of data from 2005 to 2014, summarizing the three main
transport paths based on the results statistically and combining them
with the analysis of the vertical exchanges, which indicated that Wuyi
and Nanling mountain ranges play a blocking role for the haze
streams in other regions. Yan et al. (2005) took the subsurface of
the Pearl River Delta at different times as an example, and the results
showed that the development of urban agglomerations made the
spreading range of pollutants smaller, the contribution to the local
area increased, and the contribution to other areas decreased.

However, such studiesmainly focused on economically developed
regions such as Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei, Yangtze River Delta, and Pearl
River Delta and analyzed a single pollution event. As an essential old
industrial base in China, the Liaoning region is a high-incidence area
with heavy pollution from fog, haze, sand, dust, etc. The cause of
heavy pollution in the region is mainly composed of two parts: the air
pollution caused by the local heavy pollution industries in the
Liaoning region and the air pollutants due to the transportation
from the external cities. However, there are few existing studies
analyzing the degree of influence of external pollutant transport on
local weather in Liaoning. Chen et al. (2019) analyzed a pollution
process that occurred in mid-March 2017 in central Liaoning using
meteorological data and online ion chromatography data. The study

found that during the pollution period in Shenyang, horizontal
diffusion conditions were consistently unfavorable, with strong
inversions occurring from night to early morning. Additionally,
vertical diffusion conditions were significantly unfavorable,
resulting in the accumulation of pollutants to higher
concentrations. The pollution process was greatly influenced by
straw burning. While there are articles discussing the heavy
pollution weather in the Liaoning region, but few studies have
been conducted on the pollution situation caused by external
transportation in the region. So this paper selects three
representative and wide-scale heavy pollution weather processes in
Liaoning as cases, analyzes their meteorological causes, compares and
analyzes the influence of different types of multi-directional long-
distance pollution transport on heavy pollution weather in Liaoning.

2 Materials and methods

2.1 Study area and period

This paper selects three representative heavily polluted weather
processes in the Liaoning region as case studies. On 8 November
2015, northerly winds transported air pollutants from straw burning
in Heilongjiang and Jilin to the Liaoning region, resulting in severe
fog and haze. On April 3–4, 2020, the northwest wind transported
sand and dust from Inner Mongolia to Liaoning, resulting in a
polluted weather process of mixing sand, floating dust and haze
along the direction of wind transmission from north to south in
Liaoning. On 19 December 2016, southwesterly winds transported
air pollutants generated by emissions from the Beijing-Tianjin-
Hebei region to the Liaoning region, where similarly severe fog
and haze conditions occurred. The heavily polluted weather in
Liaoning caused by the three types of transport has the same
points and has its typical characteristics. With the help of these
three heavily polluted weather processes in Liaoning, this paper
explores the impacts of multi-directional long-distance pollution
transport on the heavily polluted weather in Liaoning.

2.2 Sources of research

The research data in this paper includes high and low altitude
data such as ground observation data, sounding data and the hourly
monitoring data of AQI, PM2.5 and PM10 concentrations from the
China Meteorological Administration (CMA). The above data are
mainly from the observation data of the Liaoning Meteorological
Bureau and the Liaoning Department of Ecology and Environment.
The meteorological data used in the backward trajectory model are
GDAS data provided by the National Centers for Environmental
Prediction (NCEP) of the United States of America, with a spatial
resolution of 1° × 1°.

2.3 Methods

2.3.1 HYSPLIT
In order to understand the trajectory of pollutants with airflow,

this study uses the diffusion model HYSPLIT (Hybrid Single-
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Particle Lagrangian Integrated Trajectory model), jointly developed
by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Research Center (NOAA)
and the Air Resources Laboratory (ARL), which is a hybrid of the
Lagrangian method of model computation, which uses a moving
frame of reference for convective and diffusive computations as the
trajectories or air parcels start moving from their initial positions
(Liu et al., 2021b). HYSPLIT is widely used in atmospheric pollutant
transport studies, from simplified single trajectory estimates based
on sounding gauge observations to a system that covers multiple
interacting pollutants transported, dispersed and deposited from
local to global scales to visualize the trajectories of atmospheric air
mass and particle motions (Jiang and Duan, 2020).

This paper uses the Meteoinfo software, based on the
HYSPLIT4 model, to simulate the 24-h backward trajectories of
Shenyang city (41.93°E, 123.68°N) during three instances of heavy
pollution. The primary cluster analysis method employed was the
spatial variance clustering algorithm proposed by Dorling et al.
(1992) The spatial variance clustering algorithm grouped the air mass
trajectories reaching the pattern-receiving point area. This was achieved
by calculating the spatial variance of each two trajectory combinations
and clustering the groups of air mass trajectories arriving at the mode
receptor region based on the similarity of their trajectory space.

2.3.2 Analysis of the PSCF method
The potential source contribution function (PSCF) analysis is a

method for identifying source regions based on airflow trajectory
analysis (Begum et al., 2005; Yan-jun et al., 2019). The method
assumes that if the backward trajectory of an air mass has a residence
time in a particular grid, the air mass will receive emissions from this
region and subsequently undergo transport, contributing to the
concentration at the receiving point. A rectangular grid (i, j) of a
specific resolution was created to cover the study area, and airflow
trajectories passing within this grid during the study period were
computed to statistically determine the probability of occurrence of
pollution trajectories (Fang-jian et al., 2023). The method assumes
that if the backward trajectory of an air mass stops at a grid, the air
mass receives emissions from that grid and subsequently contributes
to the pollutant concentration at the receiving point through
transport. The potential source contribution function (PSCF)
result is obtained by comparing the number of pollution
trajectory endpoints mij passing through the grid (i, j) with the
number of all trajectory endpoints nij falling within that grid (i, j)
(Bao and Liang, 2023). That is, the potential source contribution
function (PSCF) can be defined as Eq. 1:

PSCFij � mij

nij
(1)

Also, in order to reduce the effect of error in the conditional
probability function due to the small total number of samples n, the
weighting coefficient Wij is introduced and calculated as Eq. 2:

Wij �
1.00, 80< nij
0.70, 20< nij ≤ 80
0.42, 10< nij ≤ 20
0.05, nij ≤ 10

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩

(2)

In turn, the PSCF is weighted, and the larger the value of
WPSCF, the higher the influence of the grid area on the
particulate matter concentration at the monitoring point Eq. 3:

WPSCFij � mij

nij
Wij (3)

2.3.3 Analysis of the CWT method
The PSCF analysis calculates the proportion of contaminated

trajectories in a grid, reflecting the density of fallout or retention
time of contaminated trajectories in the grid, which cannot reflect
the degree of contamination of the contaminated trajectories and
have the sameWPSCF value when the pollutant mass concentration
is slightly higher or much higher than the given threshold. So it is
tough to differentiate between the source areas with high pollutant
mass concentration (Jie, 2021; Wu et al., 2023). Moreover,
concentration-weighed trajectory (CWT) analysis quantitatively
gives the average weight concentration of each grid by calculating
the weight concentration of the trajectory, which quantitatively
reflects the pollution degree of different trajectories (Jiang et al.,
2022). In CWT, each grid point has a weight concentration, which is
realized by calculating the average mass concentration of pollutants
corresponding to all trajectories passing through the grid and the
calculation formula is Eq. 4:

Cij � 1

∑M
l�1
τ ijl

∑
M

l�1
Clτijl (4)

Where: Cij is the average weighted concentration of grid (i, j),
μg/m3. l is the trajectory. M is the number of trajectories. Cl is the
corresponding pollutant mass concentration of trajectory l when it
arrives at the grid, μg/m3. τijl is the residence time of the trajectory l
in the grid (i, j), and in order to minimize the uncertainty of Cij, we
adopt the same weighting factor of the weighting trajectory, Wij,
which is the same as that of the PSCF. The degree of contamination
(WCWT) can be defined as follows Eq. 5:

WCWT � Cij × Wij (5)

3 Results and discussions

3.1 Impact and analysis of northward
transport on heavy pollution weather in the
Liaoning region

3.1.1 Analysis of pollution processes
Among the pollution transport events in the northward

direction, this paper selects a severe fog and haze weather event
in the Liaoning region from November 7–14, 2015, as a case study,
which is the largest area-covering and most extended duration of
heavy pollution in the Liaoning region since 2012 (Yawei et al., 2016;
Hou et al., 2017; Lin et al., 2019). Beginning on November 6, the
visibility of cities in the province began to decline. Some places
appeared light fog, while PM2.5 concentrations also began to appear
as an elevated phenomenon. November 7 reached the haze weather
standards and covered all cities. On November 8th, the
concentration of various pollutants in the Liaoning region
reached its peak during the day, resulting in the most severe haze
with heavy and above levels of pollution. Some cities in Liaoning had
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AQI as high as 500, the central cities of Liaoning have been in the
severe haze, the eastern cities of Liaoning reached a severe haze. On
November 10, the province has turned to a moderate haze and
continue to weaken the phenomenon. November 11, the beginning
of the daytime haze weather of moderate or below the level of haze
weather and the night of the fog weather alternately. November 14,
the beginning of the province’s visibility back up, the fog and haze
weather began to weaken and disappear. Since records were kept, the
fog and haze weather made the PM2.5 concentration in Shenyang
city reach the second largest value (1479 μg/m3). Localized AQI
value is 257, with a wide range of impacts and long duration. It
severely impacted local transportation and the health of residents
due to low visibility and atmospheric pollution caused by fog and
haze (Meina and Zhang, 2014; Liu et al., 2021a; Zhao and
Zhang, 2022).

As shown by the satellite remote sensing monitoring map, a
large number of fire spots generated by straw burning (red dots in
Figure 1) appeared in Heilongjiang and Jilin provinces on November
6–7, 2015, while continuous northerly winds of 3-4 levels occurred
in the northeastern part of the country, which was conducive to the
transport of pollutants generated by straw burning to the Liaoning
region (Figure 2). From November 5–8, 2015, peak PM2.5

concentrations occurred successively from north to south in cities
in the central part of the Northeast region, indicating that pollutants
were gradually imported into the Liaoning region with northerly
winds. This process coincided with the heating period of winter in
the Northeast region, and the mineral resources used for heating in
this period are mainly coal, so the air quality within the cities
decreases significantly when entering the heating period from the
non-heating period (Jiaxuan, 2020). According to the PM2.5

concentration data, Harbin, Changchun, Shenyang, and Penglai,
in turn, showed peak concentrations during this period (Figure 1),
which also proves that the northerly winds are the main driving
force for the propagation of pollutants in this fog and haze.

3.1.2 Analysis of meteorological conditions
By analyzing the rising speed of pollutant concentration in this

northward transported pollution event, the change of PM2.5

concentration over time in Shenyang city during the heavy
pollution process (Figure 3) was selected for the comparative
study. The results showed that on 8 November 2015, under the
influence of the northward winds, the PM2.5 concentration in
Shenyang city rose sharply from 360 μg/m³, and reached a peak
of 1,500 μg/m³ at about 13:30 on the same day, and then decreased
sharply to about 800 μg/m³, with large fluctuations.

Regarding the weather situation, the primary analysis is the
effect of wind convergence on this pollutant build-up in the
Liaoning region. The 500 hPa wind field aloft in the Liaoning
region from 6 to 9 November 2015 shows (Figure 4) a persistent
stable westerly convergence throughout this period. At the 500 hPa
pre-processing period, the Liaoning area was influenced by a high-
pressure ridge and gradually moved northward, with a
southwesterly flow under the ridge, which contributed to a
significant increase in humidity in the Liaoning area.
Consequently, this condition favored the occurrence of foggy
and hazy weather. A warm ridge or advection is present over
the lower 850 hPa Liaoning region, but it is relatively weak. As a
result, the wind field is not powerful and the concentration of
pollutants is maintained (Yannan et al., 2023). On the ground map,
Liaoning is in the middle of a closed high-pressure and a closed

FIGURE 1
Pollutant transport from straw burning in the Northeast, November 5–8, 2015.
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low-pressure, the location of the low-pressure rear, and the two
major high and low-pressure systems are in a static state of little
movement. The Liaoning region was under the influence of a
ground low-pressure weather system control, leading to local air
convergence with the convergence center in Shenyang. As a result,

the wind speed was low, and the humidity was high at the center,
facilitating the condensation of pollutants at higher levels. On the
November 9th, the ground low-pressure system gradually moved
away from the Liaoning region, resulting in a reduction in
air pollution.

FIGURE 2
850 hPa wind field map of the Northeast, November 5–8, 2015.

FIGURE 3
PM2.5 concentration versus time in Shenyang City on 8 November 2015 during the heavy pollution peak hour.
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In the analysis of vertical diffusion conditions, this paper analyzes
the inhibitory influence of the atmospheric inversion layer on the
vertical diffusion of pollutants in the Liaoning region this time,
because heavily polluted weather is often accompanied by the
emergence of exceptional weather conditions. Previous studies
have shown the close relationship between atmospheric inversion
layer and air quality. The inversion is recognized as an essential factor
that affects the extent of air pollution (Yao et al., 2018; Peng et al.,
2021; Shi-min et al., 2021; Qi et al., 2022). From this single-station
sounding map of the area of the air pollution transport process
experienced in the Liaoning region (Figure 5), when pollutants are
transported to the Liaoning region, an inversion layer occurs vertically

above the irradiation region, which prevents the pollutants from
spreading vertically as well, resulting in a large amount of
pollutants being compressed in the space of only a few hundred
meters from the ground (Liu et al., 2022). Take 8 November 2015,
Shenyang station as an example, the process of the vertical
distribution of temperature data shows that 850 hPa below the
existence of a pronounced inversion layer. On November 14th, the
inversion layer dissipated, and atmospheric pollution vanished with it.
At 8:00 on the 8th of the sounding map shows that there are three
prominent inversion layers at Shenyang station, respectively located
between 925 and 850 hPa, 850-700 hPa, 700-600 hPa, and there is a
significant warming section around 925 hPa, very favorable for the

FIGURE 4
Time series of the surface 500 hPa wind field and barometric field in the Liaoning region during the peak of heavy pollution in November
2015 [where the times are 8:00 a.m. on the 6th (A), 8:00 p.m. on the 7th (B), 8:00 p.m. on the 8th (C), and 8:00 p.m. on the 9th (D)].

FIGURE 5
Convergence area at the peak of heavy pollution 5 November 2015 Harbin site sounding, 6 November 2015 Changchun site sounding, 8 November
2015 Shenyang site sounding (the blue line is the temperature contour, the green line is the dew point temperature contour representing humidity, the
yellow area is the inversion layer).
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accumulation of pollution, although there is an inversion layer over
Harbin. However, the number of inversion layers over Harbin is fewer
and the height of the lowest inversion layer is higher. Therefore, it did
not cause significant pollution inHarbin andChangchun. From 7th to
8th, Liaoning province experienced a wide range of rainy and snowy
weather processes. The air 0.5–2.5 km on the soundingmap also had a
transparent wet layer. The temperature curve and dew point
temperature curve overlap 2200 m below the air humidity is larger,
the relative humidity in the air reached 100%, but at the same time, the

precipitation was minimal, coupled with the wind being weak in the
horizontal direction and vertical direction, the pollutants cannot be
effectively diffused, and the high humidity environment in the air
makes the pollutants absorb moisture and grow, thus forming fog and
haze weather. Observation of the vertical structure of the atmosphere
at the peak of heavy pollution during this air pollution transport
process showed that a 3-layer inversion occurred on 8 November
2015 over Shenyang (Figure 5). Due to the number of inversions, the
ability of the atmosphere to diffuse vertically has always been limited.
The delivery of foreign pollutants to the Liaoning region, due to the
alternating surface winds conversion, the pollutants are transported
back and forth and piled up in the near-surface layer, which makes it
possible to have long periods for the pollution to exist, and, at the same
time, the air within the inverted layer of humidity is significant, and
pollutants are prone to hygroscopic growth and exacerbate
the pollution.

3.1.3 Backward trajectory clustering analysis
In order to analyze more clearly the possible sources of air

pollutants in the Liaoning region and to analyze the effect of
atmospheric transport on the concentration of each air pollutant in
the Liaoning region, the HYSPLIT model and NCEP meteorological
reanalysis data were used to simulate the long-distance pollution
transport paths of the external pollution sources to the Liaoning
region. Shenyang city (41.9339°N, 123.6836°E) is selected as the
model input coordinate point. The mass points of the air mass at
different heights (50 m, 500 m, and 5000 m) are set. The trajectory of
the air mass is tracked backward based on the GDAS meteorological
data (Figure 6). The results show that there are apparent northward
transport channels at 50 m and 500 m from November 7–14, 2015,
mainly originating from Heilongjiang and Jilin provinces.

FIGURE 6
Trajectory analysis of backward airflow during pollution
transport, November 7–14, 2015.

FIGURE 7
Backward trajectory distribution of the pollution transport process, November 7–14, 2015. [Where (A) is before backward trajectory clustering and
(B) is after backward trajectory clustering].
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The effective backward trajectories simulated for this
pollution transport process were clustered (Figure 7A), and
four primary transport paths were obtained separately
(Figure 7B), and the results were consistent with the trend of
wind direction change in this pollution transport process. The
transportation path and direction of the trajectory indicate the
area that the air mass passes through before it reaches Shenyang
City, and the moving speed of the air mass can be judged by the
length of the trajectory. The long trajectory corresponds to the
fast-moving air mass, and the short trajectory corresponds to the
slow-moving air mass. The two main atmospheric circulation
factors affecting winter temperatures in Shenyang City are the
East Asian trough and the Arctic Oscillation. When the East
Asian trough is strong and the northwestern cold air extends
southward, it brings a large amount of water vapor to the region,
resulting in noticeable humidification effects. This condition
increases the likelihood of foggy and hazy weather
occurrences. As shown in Figure 7A, in the pollution process
in November 2015, the trajectory of the northward direction is
more and longer biased, which is favorable to the transport of
pollutants from Heilongjiang and Jilin, etc. The southward

trajectory is less biased, but the trajectory line of the airflow is
shorter, the airflow speed slows down, and the air quality is
affected more by the localized small-scale impacts, so that the
pollutants appear to be aggregated and have a longer impact time
in Shenyang.

According to the direction and speed differences of the airflow
trajectories, the 24-h backward trajectories of this pollution process
were merged and classified using the cluster analysis method, the
number of clustered trajectories of this pollution process was
classified into four categories [Figure 7B], adding the data of the
daily average of the quality concentration of particulate pollutants
corresponding to this pollution process, as well as the AQI (Air
Quality Index) of the corresponding time, the statistics of the
clustered trajectories were performed (Table 1). Analyze the
effect of airflow trajectories on the air pollutant mass
concentration of this pollution process. Combined with Figure 7
and Table 1, it can be seen that the mass concentrations of
particulate pollutants PM2.5 and PM10 were higher during the
pollution process in November 2015, and the primary pollutant
was PM10. Airflow trajectories (clusters one and 4) from the
northern part of Liaoning, the Jilin area, and the southwestern

TABLE 1 Regional characteristics of the clustering of various types of trajectories of the pollution transport process from November 7–14, 2015.

Time Trajectory
number

Probability
(%)

Regions of clustered trajectory
pathways

Average
of AQI

ρ (PM2.5)/
(μg/m³)

ρ (PM10)/
(μg/m³)

November
7–14, 2015

1 35.42 Northeastern Liaoning, Southwestern Jilin 218.09 180.19 209.01

2 26.56 Southeastern Liaoning, Changshan Islands 184.24 141.84 191.12

3 10.94 Southwestern Liaoning, Bohai Sea, Beijing-
Tianjin-Hebei region

129.05 98.38 127.67

4 27.08 Northern Liaoning, Northwestern Liaoning,
central Jilin, Northern Jilin, Southwestern

Heilongjiang

430.58 590.56 613.81

FIGURE 8
Characteristics of PSCF and CWT distribution during pollution transport from November 7–14, 2015. [Where (A) is characteristics of PSCF
distribution and (B) is characteristics of CWT distribution].
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part of Heilongjiang accounted for the largest percentage of the total
number of airflow trajectories in the pollution process in November
2015 (Dian et al., 2023). Their corresponding ρ(PM2.5) as well as ρ
(PM10) were the maximum values in this pollution process, with the
highest ρ(PM2.5) of 590.56 μg/m³ and the highest ρ (PM10) of
613.81 μg/m³.The contribution of the fourth trajectory to PM2.5

snd PM10 was the largest among all the clustered trajectories in this
pollution process.

The WPSCF algorithm is a method to identify the pollution
source area based on the airflow trajectory analysis by combining
the air mass trajectory with the particulate matter concentration,
and the larger the value of WPSCF, the higher the influence of the
grid area on the particulate matter concentration of the
monitoring point. Figure 8 analyzes the trajectory clustering,
PM2.5 potential source distribution, and their relative
contributions in Shenyang City during this pollution transport

process. In order to make the potential source area more easily
identifiable, this paper sets the threshold of PM2.5 concentration
for the whole observation period to the national secondary
standard 75. From the pollution process in November 2015
(Figure 8A), it can be seen that this pollution was influenced
by the northeastward airflow, and the main potential source areas
of pollutants were distributed in the regions of northern
Liaoning, western Jilin, and southern Heilongjiang. The
distribution characteristics of CWT (Figure 8B) were similar
to those of PSCF. The high-value areas of CWT in the
pollution process of November 2015 were concentrated in the
regions of western Jilin, central Jilin, and northwestern
Heilongjiang, similar to the spatial distribution characteristics
of the high-value area of PSCF, which contributed to the daily
mean value of pollutant ρ (PM2.5) above 500 μg/m3 and up to
more than 800 μg/m3.

FIGURE 9
Surface weather map of Liaoning region at 20:00–21:00 on 3 April 2020.

FIGURE 10
Changes in wind fields and particulate pollutant concentrations during the April 3, 2020 pollution in the Liaoning region. [Where (A) is 850hPa wind
field map of Liaoning region at 10:00 on April 3, 2020 and (B) is Shenyang City, April 3, 2020 PM2.5 vs. PM10 concentration ratio and AQI time
series graphs].
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3.2 Impact and analysis of northwestward
transport on heavy pollution weather in the
Liaoning region

3.2.1 Analysis of pollution processes
From 16:00 on 3 April 2020 to 2:00 on 4 April 2020, a polluted

weather process with a mixture of sand, dust and haze occurred in
Liaoning from north to south along the direction of wind
conduction. The sand and dust in the large area of Liaoning
region originated from the Horqin Desert on the border between
Liaoning Province and Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region, as well
as a number of desert areas in the province with poor vegetation
conditions, coupled with strong northwesterly winds, which led to

one of the most severe sand and dust weather in Liaoning region in
recent years (Lin et al., 2019), so this paper selects this weather
pollution event as a typical case of northwesterly conveyance to be
analyzed. April 3 19:00 to 22:00 was the main period of this polluted
weather process, after this polluted weather process there were
8 national stations with sandy weather, one national station with
dusty weather, and 23 stations with hazy weather (Figure 9).

3.2.2 Analysis of meteorological conditions
By analyzing the 850 hPa wind field map of the Liaoning region

(Figure 10A), this sandy weather first appeared in western Jilin at 10:
00 a.m. on April 3. After the cyclone strengthened, the cold front
moved southward, with the maximum ground northerly wind
reaching 16 m/s, beginning to affect the western and northern
parts of Liaoning. As the cold front continued to move
southeastward, sandy and hazy weather appeared at the back of
the cold front, during which the PM10 concentration reached a
maximum of 1200 μg/m3. 1:00 on April 4, as the cold front moved
southwestward, the PM10 concentration in the southwestern parts of
Liaoning reached between 360 and 621 μg/m3. As the cold front
moved out of the Liaoning region at 2:00 on April 4, the influence of
the cold front on Liaoning ended ultimately, the intensity of the
surface cyclone has been maintained in the process, and
strengthened again after entering the sea due to the lower sea
temperature. The ratio of PM2.5/PM10 in Shenyang was selected
for graphical analysis here (Figure 10B). The results show that there
was a significant jump in the ratio of PM2.5/PM10 at about 20:00 on
3 April 2020, indicating that the pollution event was a weather
pollution caused by sand and dust, rather than an ordinary weather
pollution event.

In terms of wind convergence, this paper analyzes the pollution
event using barometric pressure field, wind field and temperature
field. At 8:00 a.m. on 3 April 2020, the 200 hPa northwesterly wind
rapid area is located in the eastern part of Inner Mongolia to
northeastern China. The 66 m/s rapid nucleus is located from

FIGURE 11
500 hPa Ground pressure, wind and temperature fields at 0800 and 2000 h on 3 April 2020.

FIGURE 12
Trajectory analysis of backward airflow during pollution transport
on 3 April 2020.
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Lake Baikal to the eastern part of Inner Mongolia to the junction of
Heilongjiang and Jilin in China. There is also a 58 m/s rapid over the
Liaoning region, and there is an apparent convergence of the winds
in the eastern part of Inner Mongolia to the junction of the three
northeastern provinces. The rapids with southwesterly winds are
located in the western part of the northeast, and the wind at the
center of the rapids’ nucleus reaches 50 m/s. In the eastern part of
Inner Mongolia, there is a convergence of cold advection with
northwesterly winds, which is conducive to the further cooling of
the cold air mass. At 8:00 a.m. and 20:00 p.m., the ground cold front
was located in the western part of Heilongjiang to the eastern part of
Inner Mongolia. 16:00 p.m. on April 3, due to the increase in
pressure gradient caused by the increase in near-surface layer
winds, sandy weather appeared in the northern part of Liaoning
but was in the back of the cold front. From the distribution of the
wind field and height field at 8:00 and 20:00 on April 3, the 500 hPa
trough area moved from the northern part of Heilongjiang to the
southeastern part of Heilongjiang. The dust area was located behind

the 500 hPa trough, and the northerly wind rapids behind the trough
played a specific role in the occurrence of sandy weather (Figure 11).

3.2.3 Backward trajectory clustering analysis
Here, the HYSPLIT model and NCEP meteorological reanalysis

information are used to simulate the transport path of external
pollution sources for this dust pollution event. Same as the
November 2015 pollution event, Shenyang city (41.9339°N,
123.6836°E) was also selected as the model input coordinate
point to simulate the air mass trajectory (Figure 12). The results
show that on 3 April 2020, there was a clear northwesterly wind
transport channel at 50 m, 500 m as well as 5000 m.This time the
source of pollution mainly came from the Horqin Desert, which
made the Liaoning region experience mixed polluted weather of
raised sand, floating dust and haze.

The effective backward trajectories simulated for this dust
pollution transport process are clustered (Figure 13A), and four
primary transport paths are obtained separately (Figure 13B), the

FIGURE 13
Backward trajectory distribution of the pollution transport process on April 3-4, 2020. [Where (A) is before backward trajectory clustering and (B) is
after backward trajectory clustering].

TABLE 2 Regional characteristics of the clustering of various types of trajectories for the pollution transport process on April 3–4, 2020.

Time Trajectory
number

Probability
(%)

Regions of clustered trajectory
pathways

Average
of AQI

ρ(PM2.5)/
(μg/m³)

ρ(PM10)/
(μg/m³)

April 3–4,
2020

1 27.78 Northwestern Liaoning, Central Inner Mongolia,
Eastern Mongolia

74.1 47.1 88.9

2 50 Northern Liaoning, Western Jilin, Western
Heilongjiang, Northern Heilongjiang, northeastern

Inner Mongolia

112.78 47.58 149.17

3 15.28 Northwestern Liaoning, Central Inner Mongolia,
Eastern Mongolia

132.64 100.91 155.36

4 6.94 Northwestern Liaoning, Central Inner Mongolia,
Northern Inner Mongolia, Eastern Mongolia

84 27.4 117.4
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results are consistent with the trend of the wind direction of this
pollution is transported process. The sand and dust pollution
transport mainly from the northwest direction, that is, the
eastern part of China’s Inner Mongolia region, as well as the
northeast region of the airflow speed, by the wind will be Inner
Mongolia along the sand and dust transported to the Liaoning area,
causing local sandy weather, due to the speed of the airflow, the
pollution does not last long, but caused by the local weather
pollution is still more severe.

Overlaying the daily average data of particulate pollutant quality
concentration corresponding to this pollution process and the AQI
at the corresponding time, the pollution characteristics of each
trajectory were derived (Table 2), and the results showed that the
primary pollutant of this pollution process was PM10. The four types

of airflow trajectories were uniformly from the Inner Mongolia and
Northeast region. There was also a small amount of airflow from the
eastern part of Mongolia. In general, all four trajectories pass
through the desert area and carry a large amount of sand and
dust, among which the trajectories from northwestern Liaoning,
central Inner Mongolia, and eastern Mongolia (trajectory 3) have
the highest ρ(PM10) of 155.36 μg/m³, which contributes the most to
all the clustered trajectories of this pollution process.

In the potential source area analysis, the air pollutant
concentration threshold was set at 75 (Figure 14). The results
showed that during this sand and dust pollution process
(Figure 14A), the distribution range of the main potential source
areas of pollutants became narrow in the northwest-southeast
direction. It was mainly concentrated in the eastern part of Inner
Mongolia and the southwestern part of the northeastern region. The
high CWT area of pollutant ρ(PM2.5) was mainly concentrated in
northwest Liaoning, east Inner Mongolia, and northwest Northeast
China, with a small amount of distribution in east Mongolia, which
contributed up to more than 100 μg/m3 to the daily mean value of
pollutant ρ(PM2.5) (Figure 14B).

3.3 Impact and analysis of southwestward
transport on heavy pollution weather in the
Liaoning region

3.3.1 Analysis of pollution processes
In addition to the air pollutants transmitted from Heilongjiang

and Jilin provinces due to the northerly winds above, observations of
wind speed and PM2.5 concentration near the ground show that an
area of high PM2.5 concentration occurred in the Beijing-Tianjin-
Hebei region from 08:00–11:00 a.m. on 18 December 2016, and at
the same time, there was a persistent southwesterly wind of level
2–3 at the ground, which was conducive to the air pollutants being

FIGURE 14
Characteristics of PSCF and CWT Distribution during Pollution Transport from April 3-4, 2020. [Where (A) is characteristics of PSCF distribution and
(B) is characteristics of CWT distribution].

FIGURE 15
850 hPa wind field map of Liaoning area at 8 a.m. on
18 December 2016.
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transported with the southwesterly winds to the Liaoning
region (Figure 15).

On 18 December 2016, from 8 to 11 a.m., the PM2.5

concentration in Liaoning Province gradually increased, Jinzhou,
Fuxin, Tieling, Chaoyang and Huludao reached heavy pollution,
Shenyang and Yingkou reached moderate pollution, and the
remaining seven cities were mildly polluted or below. The night
of 18th to 19th Liaoning province for the static situation, humidity,
diffusion conditions continue to be unfavorable, taking into account
the accumulation of pollution in the early stages, the province’s air
quality is expected to be mainly moderate to heavy pollution, some
cities may be severely polluted time. At 20 o ‘clock on the 18th, there
was heavy fog in Shenyang city, and visibility was less than 40 m.
During the day of the 20th, affected by the northerly wind, the
diffusion conditions were slightly improved, and the air quality in
the province was mainly medium to heavy pollution. As the
topography of northeastern central Liaoning is a rectangular

plain that slopes gently to the southwest (Wang et al., 2024), the
Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei region, as the upwind city of the Liaoning
region, continuously transports pollutants to the northeastern
Liaoning region under the influence of southwesterly air currents
once the southwesterly winds are the predominant wind direction
(Figure 16), which results in the Liaoning region suffering from the
impacts of heavily polluted weather.

3.3.2 Analysis of meteorological conditions
By analyzing the change of PM2.5 concentration over time in

Shenyang City during this heavy pollution caused by the southwest
wind transport (Figure 17), it was found that on 19 December 2016,
under the influence of the southwest wind, the PM2.5 concentration
in Shenyang City on that day also showed some ups and downs.
However, they were all kept in the range of 180 μg/m³-300 μg/m³,
with slower ups and downs of the change and lower
concentration peaks.

FIGURE 16
Transport of air pollutants from the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei region to the Liaoning region at 08:00 and 11:00 on 18 December 2016.

FIGURE 17
Variation of PM2.5 concentration over time in Shenyang City on 19 December 2016, during the heavy pollution peak hour.
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Then, the analysis of the pollution process on December
19–21, 2016, was carried out using wind and barometric
pressure field time series diagrams, and it was found that
whether it was the northerly wind transport process on
8 November 2015 or the southwesterly wind transport process
on December 19–21, 2016, when the pollutants were transported
to the Liaoning region, there existed a prominent convergence
area in the horizontal direction of the ground in the Liaoning
region (Figure 18). The formation mechanism was the same as
that of the heavy pollution weather process in November 2015.
The pollutants transported in northerly winds and the
southwesterly winds provided pollutant material conditions
for the convergence. The main difference is that the transport
of northerly wind mainly leads to the pollutants gathering to a
high value of pollution in high places, causing the emergence of
heavily polluted weather in the Liaoning region. In contrast, the
transport of southwesterly wind mainly manifests itself as the

pollutants gathering to the center of Shenyang under the effect of
wind convergence and being unable to be dispersed, forming the
irradiated transport of wind field, leading to the pollutants can
exist for a more extended period in the area of Liaoning, resulting
in the emergence of heavily polluted weather in the area
of Liaoning.

An analysis of the single-station sounding map of this pollution
transport event on 19 December 2016 (Figure 19) concluded that
during this southwesterly wind transport event, when the pollutants
were transported to the Liaoning area, two layers of significant
inversions appeared vertically above the convergence region, located
between 500-462 hPa and 462-429 hPa, respectively. The height of
the inversion layer is low, and the air pollution is compressed in the
space between the ground and 1000 hPa, which increases the
pollution concentration and lasts for an extended period,
resulting in heavily polluted weather in the area.

3.3.3 Backward trajectory clustering analysis
Using the HYSPLIT model and NCEP meteorological reanalysis

data, Shenyang city (41.9339°N, 123.6836°E) was selected as the

FIGURE 18
Time series of the surface wind field and barometric pressure field in Liaoning Province during the peak hours of heavy pollution on 8 November
2015 and December 19 and 21, 2016.

FIGURE 19
Sounding map of stations in the convergence region at the peak
of heavy pollution on 19 December 2016 (the blue line is the
temperature contour, the green line is the dew point temperature
contour representing humidity, the yellow area is the
inversion layer).

FIGURE 20
Trajectory analysis of the backward flow during pollution
transport on 18 December 2016.
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model input coordinate point to simulate the trajectory of the air
mass (Figure 20). A southwesterly transport corridor appeared at
5,000 m to transport pollutants from Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei region
to the Liaoning region on 18 December 2016. However, the 50 m
and 500 m did not have prominent transport channels.

The clustering of the simulated effective backward trajectories
yields four primary transport paths (Figure 21), consistent with the
wind direction trend of this pollution event. As can be seen from
Figure 21A, the formation mechanism in the pollution process in
December 2016 was the same as that in November 2015. The
weather pollution process was dominated by southwestward
transport, the southwest wind brought pollutants from the
Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei region to the Liaoning region, and at this
time there was a clear area of convergence in the horizontal direction
of the ground in the Liaoning region. The northeasterly direction
also transported the airflow slowly to the Liaoning region, resulting
in pollutants in the Liaoning region gathering to a high value of
pollution, resulting in heavily polluted weather. In winter, the
Shenyang area is in a period of adjustment of atmospheric
circulation. Cold and warm air activity is frequent, and there is
more windy weather.

The pollutant mass concentration data were clustered and
analyzed after matching the backward trajectories and classified
into four categories (Figure 21B). The air pollutant mass
concentrations corresponding to the receptor points and the AQI
at the corresponding time were calculated and analyzed for each
category of trajectories (Table 3). The trajectories from central
Liaoning as well as in the direction of Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei
(clusters 2 and 4) accounted for the highest proportion of the
number of all trajectories in this pollution process, corresponding
to similar pollution values of ρ(PM2.5) as well as ρ(PM10), which
were also the largest among the four trajectories. The transport of
pollutants from central Liaoning was mainly attributed to the
northeastern topography of central Liaoning as a gently dipping
rectangular southwestward. When external pollutants are
transported to the central region, an inversion layer occurs in the
central convergence region, leading to pollutant aggregation and
increased pollution.

The potential source contribution analysis of this pollution
process (Figure 22) shows that the main potential source areas of
pollutants are distributed in southwest Liaoning, Beijing-Tianjin-
Hebei region, and Bohai Rim region through PSCF analysis

FIGURE 21
Backward trajectory distribution of the pollution transport process, December 18-20, 2016. [Where (A) is before backward trajectory clustering and
(B) is after backward trajectory clustering).

TABLE 3 Regional characteristics of the clustering of various types of trajectories of the pollution transport process on December 18–20, 2016.

Time Trajectory
number

Probability
(%)

Regions of clustered
trajectory pathways

Average
of AQI

ρ(PM2.5)/
(μg/m³)

ρ(PM10)/
(μg/m³)

December 18–20,
2016

1 12.50 Western Liaoning, Southern Inner
Mongolia, Northern Hebei

180.53 136.8 182.47

2 37.50 Central Liaoning 240.36 189.11 254.02

3 17.50 Northern Liaoning, Southwestern Jilin 144.52 109.52 139.48

4 32.50 Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei region 255.85 196.31 268.56
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(Figure 22A), and this pollution process also has the largest range of
the high PSCF area among the three pollution processes. The high
CWT area (Figure 22B) is mainly located in the Beijing-Tianjin-
Hebei region, which is centered on the Bohai Sea, and contributes
more than 200 μg/m3 to the daily mean value of pollutant ρ(PM2.5).
Region, contributing more than 200 μg/m3 to the daily mean value
of pollutant ρ(PM2.5).

4 Conclusion

(1) The primary sources of pollution in the air pollution process
fromNovember 7 to 14, 2015 were the pollutants emitted into
the province during the heating period and the transportation
of pollutants from outside the province. The sustained and
stable northerly winds provided a better impetus for the
pollutants from outside the province, resulting in severe
fog and haze weather. PM2.5 concentrations in Shenyang
reached the second-highest level on record, with levels up
to 1479 μg/m3. The sand and dust pollution weather on
3 April 2020, sand and dust mainly originated from the
Horqin Desert as well as several desert areas with poor
vegetation conditions in the Liaoning region, which was
affected by the combined influence of the cyclone and cold
fronts, which continued to move towards the Liaoning region,
coupled with strong northwesterly winds, which led to the
sand, dust, and haze pollution weather process, PM10

concentrations reached a maximum of 1200 μg/m3 during
the period. On 18 December 2016, the main source of air
pollution in the province was the emissions of pollutants
during the heating period and the transportation of pollutants
in the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei region. Heating began in Beijing-
Tianjin-Hebei and some surrounding cities, resulting in high-
intensity emissions of various pollutants. However, these

sustained southwesterly winds coincided with the
conditions that led to the emergence of wind. During this
time, the weather in the Liaoning region was static and stable,
with high humidity and strong inversions. Additionally, early
accumulation of pollution made diffusion conditions
unfavorable, resulting in visibility of less than 40 m and
heavy pollution in Liaoning.

(2) All three air pollution processes occurred against static and
stable weather. During the occurrence of the contamination
processes, the high altitude of the Liaoning region was always
surrounded by a stable westerly latitudinal circulation. The
control by the initial high-pressure ridge over 500 hPa
gradually moved northward into the southwesterly airflow
in front of the trough, which always provided water vapor
conditions for the Liaoning region and corresponded to the
inverted trough or the weak baroclinic pressure field at the
ground, which was very conducive to the occurrence of
persistent foggy and hazy weather at the ground level.
Moreover, the southwesterly wind at high altitudes
corresponds to the weaker easterly and northerly winds at
low altitudes. On the ground, and at the same time, there is a
better convergence area on the ground, which makes the
atmospheric pollutants gather effectively. At the same time,
the existence of an inversion layer over the sky is like a “lid”
that hinders the vertical diffusion of pollutants, which is also
an essential condition for the continuation of foggy and hazy
weather. The unfavorable atmospheric environment
decreases the capacity of the atmosphere, which also leads
to foggy and hazy weather.

(3) Cluster analysis of the backward trajectories of pollutant
airflow for the three types of external conveyance showed
that airflow trajectories in the northerly direction from the
northern Liaoning and Jilin regions, as well as the
southwestern part of Heilongjiang, accounted for the

FIGURE 22
Characteristics of PSCF and CWT Distribution during Pollution Transport from December 18-20, 2016. [Where (A) is characteristics of PSCF
distribution and (B) is characteristics of CWT distribution].
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largest proportion of the total number of airflow trajectories
of the November 2015 pollution process. Its corresponding
ρ(PM2.5) as well as ρ(PM10) are the maximum values in this
pollution process, with the highest ρ(PM2.5) of 590.56 μg/m³
and ρ(PM10) of 613.81 μg/m³. Airflow trajectories in the
northwest direction from northwestern Liaoning, central
Inner Mongolia, and eastern Mongolia account for the most
significant proportion of the total number of airflow
trajectories for the April 2020 pollution process. It
corresponds to the highest ρ(PM10) of 155.36 μg/m³. The
southwestern trajectories from central Liaoning as well as
from the direction of Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei accounted for
the highest proportion of the number of all trajectories for
the December 2016 pollution process. The results of the
PSCF and CWT analyses for each of the three types of
pollution processes corroborate each other, and the areas
with the highest potential source area contributions were
more consistent with the clustered pathway convergence
areas. Long-distance pollution transport is now one of the
main sources of heavy pollution in the Liaoning region.
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